I did not feel competent to write any criticism, The notes Edward
were supplied by Alfred Fairbank.	Johnson
Edward Johnson, for whom handwriting was even more important than for Bridges, had a whole philosophy of writing. To him handwriting has ever been a moral> almost a religious thing. As a writer of script he is a master. No one, to my mind, gives to script such masculine beauty, so vigorous a style; but to become involved in talk with him on this, indeed on any subject, is to find oneself in a close field of logic, from which one can escape only by physical departure; so tense, so tenacious is his grip.
Johnson's name is a familiar one abroad, especially in Germany where his book on writing, translated into German by Miss Anna Simons, is the standard authority. But Johnson's conscience and conscientiousness are such that to extract from him a piece of script means years of patience; his reasons for not doing a thing being as logical and conclusive as his reasons for doing them in one way only.
I stayed more than once with the Beerbohms at their vil-lino. Each time the Hauptmanns were at Rapallo too, I remember, on one occasion, a message came from the Hauptmanns—a motor launch was waiting, I must join them at once. We were to explore the coast thereabouts, and then lunch at Portofino. In the launch was a stranger, to whom I was introduced—Count Berchtold. A dandy, clearly, with mauve shirt and tie, and clothes almost matching, bright sleeve links in his cuffs and a bracelet on his wrist. We skirted the rocky coast past Portofino, landing to see a romantic villa at Paraggi, and then we passed in to the tiny harbour of Portofino; such blue water and such a tiny wrist-watch of a town—a single square of brightly painted houses merely. As we sat at lunch it dawned on me that Count Berchtold was the Austrian Minister who had launched the shameful ultimatum upon Serbia in 1914.1 was shocked to think that this charming lightweight, with his easygoing attitude to life, should have been an instrument in bringing about the tragedy of the World War. 53

